Review
Cleveland Orchestra: Dohnányi returns
with Henze and Mahler (February 28)
by Daniel Hathaway
Cleveland Orchestra music director laureate Christoph
von Dohnányi has returned to Severance Hall this weekend to revive part of one of his pet projects, Hans Werner Henze's opera The Bassarids, and to conduct
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form. On Thursday evening, the orchestra and audience
welcomed their long-time maestro back with a palpably
warm reception.
Dohnányi conducted the premiere of Henze's Euripidesinspired opera at the Salzburg Festival in 1966 and led
concert performances at Severance and Carnegie Halls
in 1990. In 2005, at the conductor's suggestion, Henze
reshaped parts of the third act — where the action turns
particularly dramatic — into an orchestral suite entitled Adagio, Fuge and Mänadentanz
that covers a wide span of emotional territory in just half an hour.
The typically dark and bloody Attic plot, here presented in a libretto by W.H. Auden and
Chester Kallman, centers around the king of Thebes who intends to suppress the cult of
Dionysus. Instead, he's seduced by an incarnation of the god himself into spying on the
orgies of the Bassarids and Maenads (who include his mother and sisters). Ratted out,
he's dismembered by the Dionysians and his kingdom is destroyed.
Telling this cheerful tale requires a huge orchestra. The Severance stage was crowded
with a pair of grand pianos and celesta and a number of supplementary musicians who
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visit, Dohnányi also rearranged the string section in his signature fashion, locating cellos
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stage left.
Henze didn't like it when a critic pronounced him as the successor to Richard Strauss, but
the impression is unmistakeable. The orchestration throbs with kaleidoscopic color,
sometimes brilliant, sometimes hazy, like the murmurs and shimmers that set up the
scene. Henze parceled out the opera's vocal lines to various instruments, who chatter

rhythmically or laugh maniacally to represent the ecstatic Dionysian women. A silly
waltz suddenly develops, bursts of orgiastic fury come from nowhere, and from time to
6+/'6':674'56*+0176+061#-+0&1(!'$'40+#021+06+.+5/&'%14#6'&$;1$1'#0&5#:1phone solos. Striking chains of ascending and descending chords in the winds recall
Verdi's tension-creating chromatic scales. Just before the end, a conversation between
solo cello and bassoon (mere snippets of phrases) yields to a stentorian, metallic tutti.
*17)*6*'5614;.+0'+5&+(@%7.661(1..199+6*176914&51412'4#6+%572'46+6.'56*'14chestral writing is so vivid you can't take your ears off of it. Dohnányi and the orchestra
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notes seemed to fall neatly in place.
Following intermission, Dohnányi led from memory Mahler's Symphony I, famous for its
incorporation of an ingratiating tune from Songs of a Wayfarer (Ging heut' Morgens über
Feld) and a sardonic takeoff on a nursery rhyme (Frère Jacques). The piece also estab.+5*'&6*'#*.'4+#05;/2*10+%.#0&5%#2'#5#2.#%'+09*+%*57424+5+0),7:6#215+6+105
of musical material can occur at any moment.
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oddly short on that element of surprise. The outbursts of birdsong in the introduction, the
sudden inbreaking of Klezmer music, the abrupt returns of previous themes, seemed to be
foreseen and predictable.
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brought an ironic sadness to the minor version of Frère Jacques, and wind soloists Joshua
Smith, Frank Rosenwein, Franklin Cohen, Daniel McKelway and John Clouser. The horn
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But what about that reseating of the string section? With the highest and lowest strings on
one side of the stage and the middle voices on the other with the second violins' instruments pointing away from the audience, balances sounded odd throughout the Mahler. No
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The audience was enthusiastic, giving Dohnányi and the ensemble a long, warm standing
ovation during which the maestro received a welcome back bouquet from assistant principal violist Lynne Ramsey. He graciously regifted it to the blushing assistant concertmaster, Yoko Moore.
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